
Our new large format presses can 
create superb quality for a huge 
range of applications. We can also 
produce jaw-dropping textured 
designs, and gloss or matte prints at 
unprecedented sizes.

Use our large format services for:

+  Point-of-Purchase Displays
+  Indoor/Outdoor Signage
+  Banners
+  Branded Environments
+  Trade Show Graphics

ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHICS
Canon Arizona 2380 XTF  
UV Flatbeds (2)
+    Ideal for rigid media up to 2” deep
+   Full bleed image area on a 4’ x 8’ board
+   Roll media capable up to 86.6” wide
+   High-speed production capabilities
+   Prints CMYKLcLm plus white
+   VariaDot (R) Technology for exceptional 

image quality
+   Outstanding detail, smooth vignettes and 

solid color fills

Canon Colorado 1650 UV Inkjet LED
+    Roll to Roll / Roll to Sheet
+   Max media width 64” 
+   Works with various substrate finishes
+    High-speed / volume banner production
+    Inkjet UV gel CMYK+white
+   Print resolution up to 1,800 dpi
+    Instant dry, high quality image reproduction

Large format

ZUND Digital Cutter G3 3XL-250
+   10’x10’ cutting table
+  Rigid up to 1.75” thick
+   Rigid & Roll Material up to 120” wide
+  Integrated, compact color camera ICC
+  Over Cutter Camera OCC
+  Router (plex, wood, PVCs and plastic)
+  Universal Cutting Tool (vinyls, paper, styrene)
+  Kiss Cut Tool (Adhesive vinyl)
+  Oscillating Cutting tool (foam boards, 

corrugates, falcon board)
+  V-Cut Tool: Specialty Cuts

ESKO Kongsberg XL Multi-Cut
+   Digital Cutting Table with Multi-Cut Head
+  Router, Static Knife, Hypersonic Knife, Kiss 

Cut Knife.
+   Cuts a variety of materials: vinyl, corrugated, 

foam board, plex, aluminum composite, 
wood and more.

+   Bed size is 5’ x 10’

Rolinx Arkane Laminator
+  60” Laminator
+  Lamination provides extra protection
+  Laminate boards up to 2” thick
+  Pressure sensitive and thermal laminates

Additional Services
+  2D & 3D design services
+  Prototyping
+  Project management
+  Implementation
+  Kit Pack and Fulfillment
+   Installation


